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In this paper, the propagation of light soliton is studied in nonlinear optical fiber. We propose the external excitation of semiconductor quantum
dot (SQD) waveguides through an optical source which allows the generation of solitonic pulses. These solitonic pluses are propagated through
a nonlinear optical fiber. Soliton formation is investigated by the interaction between the external optical excitation and SQDs. Here, the SQDs
are considered as a quantum system of three energy levels. In this study, the Fourier Split-Step (FSS) method is used to solve the numerically
continuous nonlinear Schrdinger equation (NLSE) for evolution of the soliton pulse emitted by the SQDs inside an optical fiber with real physical
parameters. The effect of a SQD’s density and electric field on the pulse width is also studied. Phase plane portraits are drawn to observe the
stability of soliton in fiber and SQDs.
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1.

Introduction

Semiconductor quantum dots (SQDs) are model systems for investigating nonlinear light-matter interaction that
have attracted much interest. SQDs are referred to zero-dimensional systems that restrict the movement of charge
carriers in the three spatial dimensions, which results in atom-like discrete energy spectra and strongly enhanced
carrier lifetimes [1]. These atoms like structures have been proposed for the use as qubits in quantum information
processing [2] as well as for laser devices [3]. Some of the most recent investigations indicate that these types of
heterostructures can undergo abrupt changes in the spectral response with minimal variations in their size and morphology, offering important applications for optics, among which are next-generation lasers, diodes, light emitters,
optical multiplexers, biosensors, spectral tuners, quantum computing, logic gates, among others [4–12]. Due to their
large dipole moments, reaching values on the order of 10−17 esu cm [13], the interaction between SQDs and optical
light fields is strongly enhanced in comparison with atomic systems, making them good candidates for the study of
nonlinear optical propagation effects. Recently, it has become possible to combine nanostructures with other polymeric materials such as optical fibers, giving rise to nanocomposites, which are generally composed of several phases
such as SiO2 , where one or more of its dimensions are found at the nanoscale [14–22]. The optical fibers are important
elements for the propagation of light wave signals with water and for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the
visible, ultraviolet and infrared range. In an optical fiber, it is necessary to consider a theory of wave propagation
in dispersive media. The nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) gives a complete description of a variety of the
localized non-linear effects that have been extensively studied in various contexts of the sciences and that the theory
can directly link with the propagation of intense optical pulses in non-linear optical fibers that give rise to the optical
solitons. Although there are many experimental advances in the propagation of solitons in optical fibers, in practice,
the propagation of solitary pulses across large distances at a commercial level has not been possible due to the different
technical functions [23–26]. The study allows us to propose a general model which permits the coupling of solitons
from a set of quantum dots with specific characteristics in an optical fiber that has non-linear optical characteristics. As
a result, a numerical simulation is developed to study the evolution of the soliton inside a non-linear optical fiber with
the Fourier Split-Step numerical technique with the real parameters associated with the SQD and the optical fiber. The
effect of soliton density and electric field on the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of re-emitted solitonic pulse is
studied. Phase planes represent the stability/instability of solitons.
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Theoretical analysis

SQDs can confine the movement of charge carriers in all dimensions due to their zero dimensional nanosized
structures, which exhibits a discrete energy system. We consider a two-dimensional sheet of inhomogeneously broadened SQDs which forms a transition layer on one of the surfaces of the planar waveguide. The waveguide soliton
satisfies the Maxwell–Bloch equations with nonlinear boundary conditions. The purpose of the present article is to
theoretically investigate the formation processes of optical solitons under the condition of SIT in a semiconductor
waveguide.
A SQD of three-level energy system is considered, whose ground state is |ψ1 i and has energy εψ1 = 0. The states
δx
and εψ3 = hυ00 = 2εx − δxx , respectively. Where the quantities
|ψ2 i and |ψ3 i have energies εψ2 = hυ0 = εx +
2
εx = (εψ2 + ε0ψ2 )/2 and εψ3 describe the energies of the single-excitonic and biexcitonic states, respectively.

F IG . 1. Schematic diagram of energy structures of semiconductor quantum dots
The energy of exciton fine structure splitting is denoted by δx = εψ2 − ε0ψ2 and biexciton binding energy is
denoted by δxx . h is Planck constant. The Hamiltonian of system is described by:
H = H0 + H00 ,

(1)

1 0
hυ |ψ3 ihψ3 | is called the Hamiltonian of single excitonic state |ψ2 i and biexcitonic
2 00
state |ψ3 i. The additional term H0 in the Hamiltonian is present due to the interaction of the light pulse with SQDs
→
− →
−
and H00 = − P · E . During the excitation of the SQDs, an external light source is considered, composed of a linearlypolarized, high intensity optical wave from a laser and we will study the formation of non-linear optical waves that
are re-emitted by the SQDs. Fig. 2 represents a schematic of a linearly-polarized plane wave incident on SQDs. In the
process, due to the interaction of the light with the SQDs, the light is re-emitted in the form of a non-linear wave with
special characteristics that will depend on the morphology of the quantum dot and the incident wave.
where H0 = hυ0 |ψ2 ihψ2 | +

F IG . 2. Schematic arrangement of SQDs and optical fiber with an external light source
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In the analytical treatment the electric field vector of incident light beam is taken as below:
X
~ t) =
E(z,
~el Êl ϕl ,

(2)

l=±1

where:

1 −
−
→
−
x + i→
y ),
(3)
e = √ (→
2
−
−
is the complex polarization vector. →
x and →
y are unit vector along the x and y axes. ϕl = eil(kz−υl t) is a periodic
wave function and Ê is the slowly changing amplitude of the electric field. The incident light is considered linearlypolarized in TE mode and has a width T and angular frequency w  T − 1 propagating along z direction. When an
external light beam interacts with SQDs, then a secondary dipolar field is produced in same direction as incident field
and can be written as:
~ t)
~ t)
∂ 2 P~ (z, t)
∂ 2 E(z,
∂ 2 E(z,
+ η2
= −4π
,
(4)
−c2
2
2
∂z
∂t
∂t2
where the polarization component of ensemble of SQDs is the following:
Z
→
−
1
P (z, t) = n0 g (υ01 ) ~e(µ12 ρ21 + µ23 ρ32 )(υ, z, t)dυ + c.c.,
(5)
2
which is determined by the interband transitions occurring in the quantum dots between the three energy levels. The
quantities µ12 and µ23 are the dipole moments for the corresponding transitions which we assume to be parallel to
each other. g (υ01 ) is an inhomogeneous broadening function which arises due to the quantum dot size fluctuations.
Because the energy levels depend on the size of dots, the exciton frequency υ0 and detuning quantity υ01 = υ0 − υ1
are also size dependent. η is the refractive index of semiconductor and n0 is the density of Quantum Dots. ρij are the
matrix elements of the density matrix and ρ can be determined from Liouville equation:
X
i~ρ̇mn =
(hn |H| li ρlm − ρnl hl |H| mi) ,
(6)
where n, m, l = 1, 2, 3.
The density matrix of the pulse is considered of the form:
ρ21 = ρ̂21 ϕ3 ,

ρ32 = ρ̂32 ϕ1 ,

ρ31 = ρ̂31 ϕ2 ,

(7)

where ρ̂nm is the slowly varying complex amplitudes of the elements of density matrix. ϕ1,2,3 is taken in for envelope
function. To guarantee that E is a real number we choose slow envelope approach, it is considered that amplitude Êl
of pulse is very smooth in space and time and can be written as:
∂ Êl
 υl Êl ,
∂t

(8)

∂ Êl
 k Êl ,
∂z

(9)

and

then nonlinear carrier wave equation can be written as following form:
"
#
h
i
X

∂ Êl
2
2 2
2 2
2 ∂ Êl
2
− 2ilη υ1
= −2πl2 υ12 n0 µ12 ρ̂21 +µ23 ρ̂32 ei(kx−υ1 t) +c.c. (10)
ϕl l c k − η υ1 Êl − 2iklc
∂z
∂t
l=±1

The diagonal elements ρ12 , ρ22 and ρ33 give rise to the populations in the states |ψ1 i, |ψ2 i and |ψ3 i respectively.
Non-diagonal elements ρmn (n 6= m) contain the relative phase between the states that describe the atomic coherence.
In the absence of phase modulation Êl = Ê−l = Êl∗ = Ê. Therefore, the system of equations for the slowly varying
amplitudes:
i~ρ̇11 = (ρ̂∗21 − ρ̂21 ) µ12 Ê,
i~ρ̇22 = (ρ̂21 − ρ̂∗21 + δ ρ̂∗32 − δ ρ̂32 ) µ12 Ê,
i~ρ̇33 = (ρ̂32 − ρ̂∗32 ) µ12 Ê,
i~ρ̇21 = h (υ0 − υ) ρ̂21 − [(ρ̂11 − ρ̂22 ) + δ ρ̂31 ] µ12 Ê,

i~ρ̇32 = h υ0l − υ0 − υ ρ̂32 + [δ (ρ̂33 − ρ̂22 ) + ρ̂31 ] µ12 Ê,

i~ρ̇31 = h υ0l − 2υ ρ̂31 + [ρ̂32 − δ ρ̂21 ] µ12 Ê.

(11)
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µ23
. The solution of the
µ12
system of equations (11), allows the calculation of the elements of the right side of equation (10). As the diagonal
elements of matrix give rise to the populations in the states, for ground state ρ11 = 1, ρ11 = 0 and ρ33 = 0, the
equations (11) take the form:

i
ρ̂21 = 3 sin 2Ad + 2δ 2 sin Ad ,
2d
(12)
iδ
ρ̂32 = 3 (sin 2Ad − 2 sin Ad) ,
2d
Z t
p
2πµ
12
where d = (1 + δ 2 ) and A =
E(z, t)dt, which is called the area of nonlinear optical pulse.
h
−∞
Applying the dispersion law for linear wave guide modes, wave equation (4) will take following form:
In the above equations, the rotating wave approximation has been applied and δ =

2π 2 υµ212 n0
c
sin(2ψ) = 0,
(2ψ)tt + (2ψ)zt +
η
hη 2

(13)

where
ψ = Ad.
Equation (13) can be written in the form of electric field as below:
!
dÊ
π 2 µ212 Ê 4
Ê 2
,
= 2 −
dξ
T
h2

(14)

(15)

z
and constant phase velocity V . The solution of equation (15) for the envelope function has the form:
V
 
ξ
h
Ê = √
sec h
,
(16)
T
2πµ12 T
which is well-known solitonic solution, with width of the pulse remitted by SQD:
s


hη 2
c − ηV
.
(17)
T =
4π 2 υn0 µ212
ηV

with ξ = t −

These soliton became stable when the speed of light (phase velocity) in SQD media c/η remains greater than the
phase velocity V .
3.

Result and discussion

The theoretical result of wave equation (4) is presented as a soliton. In other words, the excitation of SQDs from
an intense nonlinear wave can produce optical solitons as a result of light-SQDs interaction. During the nonlinear
interaction process, the SQDs are considered as a three-level energy quantum system, in which the optical transitions
are given from the ground state to the biexcitonic and excitonic states. The allowed transitions between the ground
state to the biexcitonic and excitonic states have very low dipole moment compared to the transition between the
ground state and the background of the exciton band. On the other hand, the characteristics of the light re-emitted by
the sheets of quantum dots in the form of optical solitons depend on the intensity of the incident light, whose minimum
value to form the optical solitons can be specifically determined depending on the nature of the SQDs. In this way, the
soliton remitted will depend on the refractive index of the semiconductor η, the dipole moment corresponding to the
transitions between the ground state and the excitonic state or between the biexcitonic state and the excitonic state µ12 .
In order to study the propagation of short optical pulses through nonlinear optical fibers, the non-linear Schrodinger
equation (NLSE) is used, which takes into account the effects of the length of the fiber, the dispersion effect of group
speed and non-linear optical effects as a consequence of the high intensity of light. The Fourier Split-Step method is a
pseudo-spectral technique that is extremely useful due to its rapidity and high accuracy in calculations. In general, this
method obtains an approximate solution of the propagation equation, assuming that dispersion effects and non-linear
effects act independently along the fiber in very small steps. This technique was used to simulate the evolution of
solitons that are re-emitted by the SQD.
In the results, it is observed that as the density of SQD increases, the peak intensity also increases. Because as the
number of QDs per unit volume increases, absorption will also increases. Therefore the intensity of re-emitted beam
will increase. Due to this the pulse width (FWHM) will also decrease. Same concept is applies for electric field verses
FWHM. In the mathematical modelling of proposed work, the interactions of QDs in the Hamiltonian are omitted.
For the simulation, we have proposed SQDs with pyramidal morphology of In as manufactured with a cylindrical
symmetry with the parameters η = 2.11, µ12 = 1.92 × 10−28 C·m and V = 1.37 × 108 m/s.
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Figures 3(a–d) represent the simulation of solitons created by SQDs arrays with different densities of SQDs
according to following table. It is clear from equation (17) that the pulse width decreases as n0 increases. In many
optical fiber communications systems, FWHM is required 1 ps or below, which can be achieved by increasing the
density of SQDs. Simulated data are summarized in Table 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F IG . 3. Simulation of soliton generated by SQDs system with different densities of QDs.(a) n0 =
2.59 × 1012 cm−3 ; (b) n0 = 8.00 × 1012 cm−3 ; (c) n0 = 23.35 × 1012 cm−3 and (d) n0 =
99.12 × 1012 cm−3

TABLE 1. Relation between the density of SQDs and FWHM of solitons
S.No.

Density of SQD(1012 cm−3 )

FWHM(ps)

1.

2.59

6.18

2.

8.00

3.52

3.

23.35

2.06

4.

99.12

1.00

Figures 4(a–d) represent that the soliton width as determined from equation (16) is decreased as electric field E is
increased. According to Table 2, it is clear that when the amplitude of the electric field is increased, then the FWHM
of TM mode of wave decreases, which is a basic requirements for many optical fiber communications systems.
Figures 5(a–d) represent the evolution of soliton profiles in SQDs for different values of refractive index of material of SQDs as taking V = 1.37 × 108 m/s.
Figures 6(a–d) represent the phase plane portraits for Figs. 5(a–d) respectively for stability analysis. Closed limit
cycles of phase plane structures clearly indicate a stable soliton, while spiral-like phase plane structures indicate an
unstable soliton. It is clear from below Table 3 that as c/η become less than V , the soliton become unstable, which is
summarised in Table 3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F IG . 4. Transverse view of soliton in SQD with electric field (a) E = 0.96 × 108 V/m; (b) E =
1.73 × 108 V/m; (c) E = 2.86 × 108 V/m and (d) E = 6.00 × 108 V/m
TABLE 2. Relation between the amplitude of Electric field and FWHM of TM mode of solitons
S.No.

Amplitude of electric field(108 V/m)

FWHM(ps)

1.

0.96

6.26

2.

1.73

3.46

3.

2.86

2.10

4.

6.00

1.00

TABLE 3. Relation between refractive index of material of SQDs and (in)stability of soliton
S. No.

Refractive index(η) of SQDs

c/η (m/s)

Nature of soliton

1

2.05

1.46 × 108

Stable

2

2.11

1.42 × 108

Stable

3

2.40

8

1.25 × 10

Unsable

4

3.50

0.86 × 108

Unstable
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(b)

(c)

(d)
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F IG . 5. Simulation of soliton generated by SQDs system with different refractive indices of QDs.
(a) 2.05; (b) 2.11; (c) 2.40 and (d) 3.50 taking V = 1.37 × 108 m/s
Figure 7(a) represents the soliton profiles for input pulse in optical fiber and the Fig. 7(b) represents the pulse in
optical fiber after travelling the distance of z = 1000 m. Simulations are made using split-step Fourier method with
the parameters: nonlinear fiber parameter γ = 0.32 W/m, fiber attenuation constant α = 0.2 dB/km and second order
dispersion coefficient β = −2 × 10−26 s2 /m.
4.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the formation of optical solitonic pulses in three level semiconductor quantum
dots embedded in nonlinear optical fibers for propagation of fields without losses over long distances. Light solitons
are produced in semiconductor quantum dots by the interaction of laser field with SQDs. The FWHM of solitonic
pulses can be modulated according to densities of SQDs and field intensity. If the density of SQD is increased, the
peak intensity is also increased. Because as the number of QDs per unit volume is increased, absorption will also be
increased. Therefore the intensity of re-emitted beam will be increased. Due to this, the pulse width (FWHM) will
also be decreased. The same concept is applied for electric field verses FWHM. The stability/instability of generated
solitons is dependent on the refractive indices of SQDs material. Likewise, it is proposed the manufacture of these
types of nanostructures with different morphologies inserted in optical fibers that allow the propagation of solitons
without losses over the long distances.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F IG . 6. Phase plane portraits for solitons for different refractive indices of QDs.(a) 2.05; (b) 2.11;
(c) 2.40 and (d) 3.50 taking V = 1.37 × 108 m/s

(a)

(b)

F IG . 7. Evolution of soliton through nonlinear optical fiber at (a) z = 0 m and (b) z = 1000 m
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